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With centers located in Georgia, Texas, California and across the country, MedPost is one of the most trusted
names in urgent care.

Despite their success, however, MedPost had grown increasingly frustrated at the increased cost to advertise in
the urgent & immediate care space. They turned to Cardinal for PPC help.

After our preliminary audit of their existing strategy, we
recommended a shift in their approach to include a more
aggressive brand awareness campaign alongside
traditional PPC. Prior to partnering with Cardinal, MedPost
had invested considerable money in traditional marketing
tactics into trying to better establish themselves as a
household name across their 9 key markets. In addition,
lower funnel keywords such as “urgent care” were
becoming increasingly competitive as more brands
entered the arena. This approach alone began to seem
unpro�table.

We recommended implementing brand-name focused
programmatic display and paid social campaigns,
designed to increase brand awareness of the MedPost
name.

In other words, our goal was to get MedPost’s target
audience to instinctively connect MedPost to urgent
care so that rather than search for competitive non-branded words, they’d search for MedPost �rst.

By focusing on the intrinsic connection between MedPost and urgent care, we began to see decreased costs
in PPC.

Take a look at the display ad below, for example, on WebMd’s article about fevers:

MEDPOST’S BRANDING NEEDED URGENT CARE TO GET NO

By using PPC, programmatic, and paid social, Cardinal delivered some pretty im
holistic campaign:

• 21% increase in brand conversions
 • 17% decrease in branded cost-per acquisition
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Through exhaustive audience, site placement and keyword research, all focused on our client’s target objective,
we created campaigns designed to show MedPost ads on webpages related to top-of-the-funnel search and in
front of users who would eventually need our services.

WebMD is the perfect example of a website searchers browse to gather information. By displaying our client’s
ad here, with their brand name prominently displayed, we began to forge a relationship between the symptom
“fever”, the need for “urgent care” and the brand “MedPost.”

Another example is an ad that displayed on Babycenter.com:

This particular ad speaks to the mindset of an expectant mother and is likely to register with her if/when the �u
does �nd her or her child.
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Of course, our ad campaigns aren’t con�ned to just Google and its network of websites. We also implemented
an aggressive social ad campaign intended to leverage effective strategies such as Facebook’s carousel ad
unit for new center openings:

As well as conventional in-Newsfeed ads:

And even seasonal video assets:
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The results from our strategy:

The chart below demonstrates the growth in branded PPC searches resulting from our awareness campaigns.
In the �rst 60 days of active display and Facebook campaigns (launched in January 2017) searches for the
MedPost brand name grew by 22%:

Furthermore, users who converted (scheduled an appointment or called a center) through a much less
expensive brand keyword grew to 46% of all conversions. This marked a 21% improvement in the brand-to-
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non-brand conversion ratio, with the goal of reducing costly non-brand clicks and conversions by replacing
them with branded conversions:

The overall cost to acquire a highly sought-after brand conversion decreased 17% in the �rst month of our
display strategy.

And there is no sign of slowing down. These types of campaigns are designed to pick up more steam and
deliver even more impressive results, over time as our audiences continue to be exposed to our displayed ads.
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